ABSTRACT: Introduction: There has not been agreement within the Health Care Services regarding the role of Community Based Rehabilitation (CBR) workers. The training of CBR workers continues although the process was not widely supported and the CBR worker’s function has not been clarified yet CBR programmes are included in the training of students.

Aim: The aim is to identify and describe the role of the CBR workers within the Odi District Health Service (DHS) and determine whether they are fulfilling the rehabilitation and development functions envisaged by the WHO model of CBR programmes.

Methodology: Qualitative and quantitative research methods were used. These included a questionnaire; observations of the daily tasks of the CBR workers and interviews with members of the District Health Service (DHS) of the Odi district, clients and CBR workers. Open and axial coding were used in data analyses. Data from the different sources were triangulated to ensure trustworthiness.

Results: The skills performed by CBR workers have produced a change in the lifestyle of the disabled people and the initiated projects are benefiting the families of the disabled people within the CBR programme as well as their community. There seems to be a break down of communication between the District Health Manager (DHM) and the supervisor of the CBR workers. A lack of communication within the DHS affects the functions of the CBR workers.

Conclusion: It is concluded that, although the tasks of the CBR workers within the Odi DHS are not supported, they produce a positive impact on the quality of life of the disabled within the CBR programme. The CBR workers’ contribution towards community development, although on a small scale, proves that they operate within the World Health Organization’s (WHO) guidelines for CBR.
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INTRODUCTION

The escalating number of people with disabilities, especially in the developing countries, has become a cause for concern amongst health professionals as well as health organisations. In 1969 the International Society for Rehabilitation of the Disabled found that:

- the pace of training rehabilitation professionals was inadequate to meet the increase in health related demands;
- help could be given to the disabled in developing countries using methods consistent with available resources and the cultural as well as social patterns in these countries (Expert report, 1969).

Based on these findings the International Society for Rehabilitation of the Disabled recommended a change in technology, service delivery and a new type of manpower. This then saw the birth of Community Based Rehabilitation (CBR) which was first introduced in ten countries between 1979 and 1981 (WHO, 1981).

Helander (1994) defines CBR as a strategy for enhancing the quality of life of disabled people. This strategy was developed by the WHO following the Alma-Ata declaration and the recommendations by the International Society for Rehabilitation of the Disabled (WHO, 1981). India was amongst the first countries to introduce CBR programmes with the aim of alleviating the shortage of rehabilitation professionals. Through CBR programmes, the disabled people were assisted towards improving their functional abilities as well as addressing the welfare of their families and community.

Kenya initiated CBR programmes to provide rehabilitation services for the disabled in their communities where a definite need was identified (Kumar, 1996). Again in Argentina a CBR program was initiated in La Rioja province which currently serves 72% of the population (Mommsen, Konong, 1991). There are many more countries utilising the CBR programmes around the world especially in developing and under-developed countries (WHO, 1991). The above mentioned are but a few of those countries in which the primary goal is to improve rehabilitation services as well as health service delivery through CBR. (Helander, 1994)

In the Republic of South Africa (RSA), the shortage of rehabilitation professionals, with subsequent lack of rehabilitation services to the most needy (rural areas), prompted the inception of the CBR concept. In response, also, to the call “Health for all by the year 2000” the associations for occupational therapy, speech and hearing therapy and physiotherapy nominated a committee in 1987 which was mandated to look into the training of CBR workers as an initial step towards adopting the concept of CBR. The committee was therefore called the Committee on Community Rehabilitation Workers and consisted of representatives from the three associations mentioned above. In this process, the committee circulated a
document containing a proposal for the training of CBR workers to all institutions training health professionals. This document requested constructive comments regarding this initiative of training CBR workers in RSA. There was total rejection of the concept by some academic institutions yet the training went on, with resultant establishment of training in Alexandra Clinic amongst the first established, in the early 90’s.

There are now a number of established centres around RSA.

In it’s council meeting of the 31st March 1997, the South African Society for Physiotherapy (SASP) discussed the issue of CBR workers as rehabilitation professionals. No conclusion was reached at the end with regards to the position of the CBR workers within the rehabilitation services, yet a number of CBR workers are employed in the physiotherapy departments of certain hospitals. Some of the CBR workers have physiotherapists as designated supervisors. All these issues are disturbing as they affect people who are functioning within the health services, whilst having no attachment to a particular profession.

The National Minister of Health has expressed total rejection of this category which she refers to an “additional category” yet there are CBR workers practising around the country.

(DRC workshop report, 1996). The possibility exists that the Minister of Health is also concerned about who is going to pay this additional category of health worker whose role has yet to be fully defined.

All these problems or issues could be attributed to lack of knowledge about the contribution of CBR workers towards rehabilitation of the disabled, or their role as rehabilitation professionals. The researcher believes that if the role of the CBR worker can be described, those rejecting them could be made to understand their contribution in the health care system. These people may be made to eventually change their minds, whilst those who cannot make decisions will be assisted in reaching acceptable decisions.

THE AIM

The aim of the study was to identify and describe the role of the CBR workers within the PHC services of the Odi District. The secondary objective was to determine whether they are fulfilling the rehabilitation and development functions as described in WHO guidelines for CBR programs.

METHODOLOGY

Sample

Using the reformed RSA health system framework, the district health structure was used for selecting the sample. There are two existing CBR programmes, namely the Winterveldt and Oukasie, which fall under the Odi district in the North West Province. The sample included the District Health Manager (DHM), the Primary Health Care (PHC) nurse, the physiotherapist (designated rehabilitation co-ordinator and CBR worker’s supervisor), a CBR worker from each program and the clients within the mentioned CBR programmes.

DESIGN

A qualitative design was used employing the triangulation technique. The technique included:

1. A self developed questionnaire, based on the guidelines for CBR described by WHO, completed by the CBR workers and containing open and close ended questions covering
   - Demography: to establish area of residence, training and employment.
   - Referrals: to establish any referral system and by whom the clients are referred.
   - Assessment: to identify the aspects assessed, identification of the mobility-aids needs; as well as needs for adaptive devices and if they were assisted in identifying the clients problems.
   - Treatment: to identify means of reaching the clients, where the clients are treated, whether the family members are involved and the procedures performed as well as supervision by rehabilitation professionals.
   - Projects: to identify projects initiated and whether they generate funds.
   - General: to acquire any useful knowledge regarding their role in the community.

2. Observations, a visit to the two programmes was conducted to obtain reliability in as far as handling of clients is concerned. The CBR workers activities observed included assessment, treatment, family involvement, treatment area and means of reaching the clients.

3. Interviews were conducted with all the members of the district rehabilitation team including the DHM to determine the truth-value as well as consistency of the information obtained from the questionnaires and observations. In order to identify whether the needs of the clients are met certain clients, selected by a sample of convenience, were interviewed from the two programmes.

THE RESULTS

The results obtained from the investigation will be summarised using the following framework (figure 1) which reflects the WHO guidelines for CBR as well as the activities within the Oukasie and Winterveldt CBR programmes.

DISCUSSION

The vision of the National Health Department in RSA, is to ensure improved quality of service at all levels hence the reformed District Health Systems (DHS) (Department of health, 1995; African National Congress, 1994). The districts are managed by the DHM with his/her management team. His responsibilities include ensuring that there is a rehabilitation plan and that all services rendered within the district are well co-ordinated (Helander, 1994). The results revealed that there was no rehabilitation plan. A lack of allied health professionals was cited as the main reason. On the other hand it was mentioned that there was a mechanism within the district for ensuring that the community level programmes such as CBR programmes, work in harmony with the other health delivery services in the district. Murphy et al (1992) fully supports such endeavours by stating that WHO regards CBR as an integral part of PHC thus it is important for health managers to take cognisance of that fact.

Helander (1994) further stipulates that the CBR aspects, which ensure success of the programme, should also be an undertaking of the rehabilitation professional’s responsibility as well. The study however showed that the supervisor is not involved at all and therefore has no responsibilities within the CBR programmes. This non involvement became apparent when the DHM stated that he does not feel the existence of CBR workers and cannot comment on their contributions within the district services. The DHM reported this lack of feeling is, maybe, attributed to the fact that he receives no input from the physiotherapist/supervisor. This break in communication therefore explains the reason for the stated fears by the CBR workers. Momm et al, (1991); Murphy et al (1992) and other authors also agree that the success of the CBR programme is driven by the rehabilitation professional’s involvement. It is believed that the service could spread even further through this involvement as mentioned
The RSA health system is divided into three tiers:

- **Tertiary Health Care**
- **Primary Health Care**
  - CBR is an integral part of this level
- **Secondary Health Care**

The DHM is the head of the DHS and is also responsible for community level services. He has no rehabilitation plan but a mechanism is in place for ensuring development within the district health service. There is a break in communication within the rehabilitation service. The CBR workers are fearful of their future as rehabilitation staff as well as members of the health team. They voiced lack of recognition as professionals.

### Aspects of a successful CBR
- rehabilitation plan
- active referral system
- monitoring system
- support structure
- involvement of NGO's

### Expected CBR worker's skills
- identification of disability
- ability to assess limitations
- ability to treat with simple methods

The physiotherapist is the designated supervisor and rehabilitation co-ordinator. She/he is not involved in the CBR services. She/he does not facilitate nor participate in the implementation of the CBR aspects. The PHC nurse has more contact with the CBR workers and refers clients regularly to the CBR program.

The CBR workers exhibit the ability to perform expected skills. They are supervised by the allied health professionals outside their district services. Their skills have influenced the life of disabled members of the community involved in the CBR program.

### Quality of life of a disabled
- emotional stability
- functional independence
- social integration
- economical independence

Clients and the CBR workers have established projects for which they are jointly responsible. The projects do produce products which are needed and used by the community, although on a small scale.

### Community development
- established projects
- funds generated
- funds received from outside sponsors
by the PHC nurse when she said “There are many disabled people who need this service and to reach all of them the CBR worker needs the assistance of a professional person”. The results also revealed that the CBR workers are supervised by allied health professionals outside the district health system which may be another contributing factor towards their fears.

Both CBR workers commenced this service as volunteers within their communities before they were trained as CBR workers, which is one of the important principles of a CBR programme (Murphy et al, 1992). In the spirit of “Masakhane” in the RSA, the national government is trying to impart a sense of responsibility amongst community members (African National Congress, 1994). It is evident that the CBR workers at Winterveldt and Oukasie, have exhibited this social responsibility by striving to help their own community members to improve their way of life. These endeavours should be seen as a basis for government as well as community support which were found to be very minimal within both programmes. The CBR worker’s skills as stipulated by the WHO model (Murphy et al, 1992; Helander, 1994) were all exhibited by the two CBR workers within the CBR programmes. This implies that the CBR workers, using these skills, are capable of influencing the functional abilities of the disabled people.

According to the rehabilitation definition by the WHO in 1981 the existence of social integration reveals that the aim of rehabilitation has been achieved (Expert report, 1969; Helander, 1994). This has been the case with the studied CBR programmes as depicted from some of the client’s responses such as: “I now feel like a normal person again because I am not afraid to associate with members of my community”. This impact has also been shown in a study conducted at Tintswalo about the CBR worker’s influence on the disabled (Dolan et al, 1995). It is evident that some of the existing CBR programmes within RSA are comparable to programmes in other countries that are successful (Kijanski, 1995; Tiroler, 1995; Kumar, 1996).

Community development has occurred as evidenced by established projects although on a small scale because of minimal or lack of funding from the outside sponsors. The disabled people are generating funds from the projects which is some sign of development. (Murphy et al, 1992) The projects generate a source of income for supporting the disabled and their families. The products produced, such as vegetables and candles, are relevant to the needs of the community as both Winterveldt and Oukasie are very poor and under-developed. This means that the projects are in line with other projects in developing countries, which meet the needs of the poor communities and contributes towards community development (Murphy et al, 1992; Kumar, 1996).

CONCLUSION

It is concluded that the CBR worker’s in the Odi district are producing a positive impact on the emotional, social, functional and economical needs of the disabled community members involved in the CBR programmes although their tasks are difficult. Community development exists through the established projects, although on a small scale, hence their role is consistent with the envisaged functions of the WHO model for CBR.

LIMITATIONS

The study was conducted amongst the CBR workers at Winterveldt and Oukasie only and whilst there are a number of CBR workers around the country the results cannot be generalized.

RECOMMENDATIONS

It would be interesting to learn about the impact produced by other CBR programmes within the country with the view of further supporting the role of the CBR worker. The researcher believes that such a knowledge would motivate for recognition of the CBR workers. A wide scale study including the other CBR programs is thus recommended.
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